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Trouble is my business. A rich man hired Marlowe to keep his good-for-nothing son from getting married to a
woman whose sole interest in him was his money. This happens to be the first appearance of famous PI who is
slightly rough around the edges and really likes to say the title phrase. Several dead bo Review updated on
Several dead bodies, corrupt policemen, organized crime bossed and their thugs keep things from getting
slowing down. Marlowe was the only witness to a murder committed by a henchman of a high-ranked
politician; we all know such witnesses develop terminal illnesses really fast. Marlowe not only needed to stay
alive, but also to protect a client who tried to cheat a mafia boss out of his money; the life expectancy of such
people is even less than that of inconvenient witnesses. This relatively short story tightly packed with loads
and loads of dead bodies. An old case of stolen pearls which had been never recovered suddenly made
comeback with Marlowe being initially very skeptical about the whole deal, but the first dead body convinced
him to follow the lead. This is probably the only Philip Marlowe story with a decent pay off I mean monetary
reward at the end. Trouble followed Marlowe even when he sits in an empty bar drinking and minding his own
business. A man who was looking for a woman got killed right in front of his eyes and now he once again
needed to stay alive long enough to find the woman the dead man described in hope of getting some answers.
It also happened to be very good and memorable. Raymond Chandler wrote a foreword for this collection. He
mentioned that he created these stories for publishing in crime journals, most notably in "Black Mask". As
such, there were certain constraints he had to write them within - both in terms of plot development and style.
He could rewrite them after he hit big as a writer, but it turned out to be impossible without completely
destroying them. My opinion on this is that a real talent always shows even when the author does not have a
complete freedom in writing. As such the collection deserves 4. This is a must read for Philip Marlowe fans.
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betrayal, told in the classic.

Philip has brown eyes that are warm and flecked with gold. Philip is just over six feet tall and weighs about
one hundred and ninety five pounds. He lives in an apartment complex called the Berglund on the fourth floor.
Philip is a decent man, who lives by a code that is fair and mostly honest. Trouble is his business, although he
is often so surrounded by it, that he prefers not to use the tag line as much as he once did. In the course of this
novel, Philip is shot, punched, followed, and lied to. He often finds himself doing the job of the police for
them, despite their lack of respect for him. He is tough and competent, intelligent and resourceful. Harriet
Huntressappears in Trouble Is My Business Harriet Huntress is a red-headed woman with what some would
refer to as bedroom eyes. She acts as a shill for a gambler and Philip Marlowe has been hired to deal with her.
Harriet lives in the nineteen hundred block of North Sycamore in the El Milano. Harriet has eyes that are the
same kind of blue as a lapis-lazuli. They are wide set and intelligent. She has dusky red hair and her make up
is applied with skill. She is just a little too tall to be considered cute and smokes using a three-inch mouth
piece. Harriet and her family were once in the Social Register and Jeeter had ruined them to such a degree that
her father committed suicide. Jeeter is a wealthy man who hires Anna Halsey to help him discourage a shill
named Harriet Huntress who has managed to get her hooks into his adopted son. He is a tall man with white
blond hair. His face is keen and sharp, although his eyes have small pouches under them and his lips are a
little on the thick side for the rest of his face. He is well dressed, carrying a thin, platinum octagonal watch,
sporting a pink rosebud in his lapel, and carrying a cane made of ebony with a silver knob on top. His shoes
are spats and his age looks to be around sixty. He is described by those who work for him as a man so tight his
head squeaks when his hat is removed. Jeeter owns an assortment of investment companies. She is a
middle-aged woman who has eyes that are as black as buttons and a soft, ruddy complexion. When more is
required from her, she farms out the work she requires to those more suited to field work. She smokes
cigarettes in a long, black holder. Arbogastappears in Trouble Is My Business Arbogast is the expert who was
hired by Anna Halsey to authenticate a selection of photostats taken of fifty thousand dollars worth of notes
that Mr. John is incredibly overweight. Even larger than Anna Halsey, John has a face that resembles a pink
basketball. He has gray hair that is cut short and his dark suit is in need of a cleaning. His neck is a series of
folds and his small feet are tucked into shiny black shoes. While not known for violence, Marty has a
reputation for being a bit of a tough guy. Marty is tall, has dark hair and has a dangerous, but suave air about
him. Marty holds a five thousand dollar gambling note against Jeeter junior. She has blond hair, and is a tall
woman. He plays a reasonable game of golf and thinks he is a gift to womankind everywhere. Junior comes
into a substantial amount of money - five million dollars - once he turns twenty eight and his estate comes out
of trust. Until then, he lives on an allowance of one thousand dollars a month. His feet are small and he wears
dirty white sneakers, looking somewhat like a terrier. His gun looks too big and he smells of menthol. He
breathes noisily through his mouth. His face is wedge shaped and pointed at the end the same way an ace of
spades looks at the bottom. His eyes are dark and his nose is unusually white. He carries a Colt Woodsman
that has the sight filed off making the barrel look even longer, confident of his ability to shoot accurately.
Waxnose allows Frisky to hang around with him, helping to keep him safe by controlling his actions. He is
tall, and broad shouldered with wavy, dark brown hair and eyebrows. His teeth are clean and white and his
eyes are black and glitter with intelligence. George is college educated, having attended Dartmouth, having
paid for his education with three square meals and a uniform. He is an excellent marksman, and describes
himself as a man who takes chances. George smokes, and wears a peaked cap with a Russian tunic and Sam
Browne belt. He is older than Sebold, and looks like the kind of policeman who has failed to advance.
Together they question Philip Marlowe about the death of Frisky Lavon. Ben is less than patient during this
questioning, partially because his wife left him two days earlier. Fenweatherappears in Finger Man
Fenweather is a district attorney who looks the part. He has gray temples - the kind that appeal to women, and
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his features are chiseled and severe. Frank Dorrappears in Finger Man Frank is large in the political scene. He
is often referred to as a fixer - the man you would need to see if you had any desire to run girls, gambling, or
even just sell honest goods in the city. He is such a large man that he waddles when he walks. He has a fat face
and just a fringe of white hair that sticks up in places. He has small, sharp eyes and his hands are small and
delicate. He is partial to a large black Persian cat named Toby that he refers to as his only girlfriend. Bernie is
of medium size, and has white eyebrows. He is a bland man with a deeply cleft and out thrust chin. Bernie
smokes small cigars. Hargerappears in Finger Man Lou is a very good looking young man with red, full lips,
dark hair and eyebrows. His skin is olive and clear. Lou has a way to regain some of the money he lost. He
discovers that Canales has purchased one of his old roulette wheels - a wheel he knows well, and can beat. His
plan is to play, and take Canales for as much as he can, but he needs Marlowe to watch his back. The plan
works and he and his lady friend manage to win almost twenty two thousand dollars, but Lou will never be
able to spend it. He is found dead, shot once in the chest, the next morning. Art was shot full of lead and then
pushed out of a car by Manny who cut the ropes on wrists before leaving. Art was a straight shooter who kept
the Board in line and without him, the grafters would have a much easier time of things. Miss Glennappears in
Finger Man A tall red headed girl, she is not quite described as beautiful, but definitely more than just pretty.
She looks to be about thirty years old. Canalesappears in Finger Man Canales is a slight and pale looking man
who has black hair that is straight and lusterless. His forehead is high and bony, and his eyes flat and
impenetrable. He has a thin mustache trimmed in two even lines that come down below his mouth by an inch.
His overall appearance is a combination of Oriental and Negroid. He walks with economy of motion, and his
feet turned outward a fair distance, increase his Negroid appearance. Kathy Horneappears in Goldfish Kathy is
a former policewoman who is now a seedy looking, sad eyed blond. Kathy is a tall woman with china blue
eyes who made the mistake of marrying a check bouncer named Johnny, thinking she would be able to reform
him. Now, she works at the Mansion House, manning the cigar counter. She has a soft heart. Sol
Leanderappears in Goldfish Sol is a lumberman from the north who purchased a pair of pearls for his wife
worth two hundred thousand dollars. They are subsequently stolen from a mail truck and now have a twenty
five thousand dollar reward attached to them. Wally Sypeappears in Goldfish Wally is a thief who was caught
after robbing a mail truck and shooting the driver nineteen years earlier. He spent fifteen years in Leavenworth
before being offered parole if he would return the goods he stole. He returns everything but the Leander
pearls, claiming they were never part of his heist, and the parole board believes him and sets him free. One
time, in all the years he was in jail, he drank too much and told his cell mate that he buried the pearls in Idaho.
Wally is married to Hattie and now lives in Westport, trying to put the past behind him. He talks in his sleep
and when Kathy questioned him, he admitted to being an ex-con and to the inside information gleaned from
Wally when they shared a cell. He claims to know where Sype is. Peeler is a small man, standing only five
foot four inches in height. He has brown, thin hair and his ears look larger than they should be. Rush
Madderappears in Goldfish Rush is best described as an ambulance chaser. Rush is thick set man, fifty years
of age, with an oily complexion and a round, soft chin. He is about five feet nine inches tall and weighs about
a hundred and eighty pounds. He has heavy, black eyebrows and a mustache like Charlie Chan - the latter
making his face look even fatter than it already was.
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To obtain the best possible education for Ray, his mother, originally from Ireland, moved them to the area of
Upper Norwood in the London Borough of Croydon [6] in Chandler was classically educated at Dulwich
College , London a public school whose alumni include the authors P. Wodehouse [8] and C. In , he was
naturalized as a British subject in order to take the civil service examination, which he passed. He then took an
Admiralty job, lasting just over a year. His first poem was published during that time. Chandler disliked the
servility of the civil service and resigned, to the consternation of his family, and became a reporter for the
Daily Express and the Bristol Western Gazette newspapers. He was unsuccessful as a journalist, but he
published reviews and continued writing romantic poetry. An encounter with the slightly older Richard
Barham Middleton is said to have influenced him into postponing his career as writer. Shortly afterwards he
committed suicide in Antwerp, a suicide of despair, I should say. Nor was I at all a happy young man. His
mother joined him there in late They moved to Los Angeles in , [11] where he strung tennis rackets, picked
fruit and endured a time of scrimping and saving. He found steady employment with the Los Angeles
Creamery. He saw combat in the trenches in France with the Gordon Highlanders , was twice hospitalized
with Spanish flu during the pandemic [12] and was undergoing flight training in the fledgling Royal Air Force
RAF when the war ended. For the next four years Chandler supported both his mother and Cissy. After the
death of Florence Chandler on September 26, , he was free to marry Cissy. They were married on February 6,
As a writer[ edit ] This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by
adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. March Learn how
and when to remove this template message In straitened financial circumstances during the Great Depression ,
Chandler turned to his latent writing talent to earn a living, teaching himself to write pulp fiction by studying
the Perry Mason stories of Erle Stanley Gardner. His first novel, The Big Sleep , was published in , featuring
the detective Philip Marlowe, speaking in the first person. In , Chandler described in a letter to his English
publisher, Hamish Hamilton, why he began reading pulp magazines and later wrote for them: This was in the
great days of the Black Mask if I may call them great days and it struck me that some of the writing was pretty
forceful and honest, even though it had its crude aspect. I decided that this might be a good way to try to learn
to write fiction and get paid a small amount of money at the same time. After that I never looked back,
although I had a good many uneasy periods looking forward. Literary success and film adaptations led to a
demand for Chandler himself as a screenwriter. The noir screenplay was nominated for an Academy Award.
Said Wilder, "I would just guide the structure and I would also do a lot of the dialogue, and he Chandler would
then comprehend and start constructing too. He had not written a denouement for the script and, according to
producer John Houseman , Chandler agreed to complete the script only if drunk, which Houseman agreed to.
Chandler clashed with Hitchcock to such an extent that they stopped talking, especially after Hitchcock heard
Chandler had referred to him as "that fat bastard". The latter was derived from an unproduced courtroom
drama screenplay he had written for Universal Studios. Four chapters of a novel, unfinished at his death, were
transformed into a final Philip Marlowe novel, Poodle Springs , by the mystery writer and Chandler admirer
Robert B. Parker , in Parker shares the authorship with Chandler. Parker subsequently wrote a sequel to The
Big Sleep entitled Perchance to Dream , which was salted with quotes from the original novel. In , "The
Princess and the Pedlar" , a previously unknown comic operetta, with libretto by Chandler and music by Julian
Pascal, was discovered [15] among the uncatalogued holdings of the Library of Congress. The work was never
published or produced. It has been dismissed by the Raymond Chandler estate as "no more thanâ€¦ a curiosity.
Later life and death[ edit ] Cissy Chandler died in , after a long illness. Heartbroken and drunk, Chandler
neglected to inter her cremated remains, and they sat for 57 years in a storage locker in the basement of
Cypress View Mausoleum. In The Long Embrace: Raymond Chandler and the Woman He Loved, Judith
Freeman says it was "a cry for help," given that he called the police beforehand, saying he planned to kill
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himself. Chandler regained his U. After a respite in England, he returned to La Jolla. He died at Scripps
Memorial Hospital of pneumonial peripheral vascular shock and prerenal uremia according to the death
certificate in Instead, he was buried in Mount Hope, because he had left no funeral or burial instructions. The
shared gravestone reads, "Dead men are heavier than broken hearts", a quotation from The Big Sleep. Views
on pulp fiction[ edit ] In his introduction to Trouble Is My Business , a collection of four of his short stories,
Chandler provided insight on the formula for the detective story and how the pulp magazines differed from
previous detective stories: The emotional basis of the standard detective story was and had always been that
murder will out and justice will be done. Its technical basis was the relative insignificance of everything
except the final denouement. What led up to that was more or less passage work. The denouement would
justify everything. The technical basis of the Black Mask type of story on the other hand was that the scene
outranked the plot, in the sense that a good plot was one which made good scenes. The ideal mystery was one
you would read if the end was missing. We who tried to write it had the same point of view as the film
makers. He was wrong, but only because he was thinking of the wrong kind of mystery. Chandler also
described the struggle that writers of pulp fiction had in following the formula demanded by the editors of the
pulp magazines: As I look back on my stories it would be absurd if I did not wish they had been better. But if
they had been much better they would not have been published. If the formula had been a little less rigid, more
of the writing of that time might have survived. Some of us tried pretty hard to break out of the formula, but
we usually got caught and sent back. To exceed the limits of a formula without destroying it is the dream of
every magazine writer who is not a hopeless hack. Yet the detective Philip Marlowe is not a stereotypical
tough guy, but a complex, sometimes sentimental man with few friends, who attended university, who speaks
some Spanish and sometimes admires Mexicans, and who is a student of chess and classical music. The high
regard in which Chandler is generally held today is in contrast to the critical sniping that stung the author
during his lifetime. In a March letter to Blanche Knopf, published in Selected Letters of Raymond Chandler,
he wrote, "The thing that rather gets me down is that when I write something that is tough and fast and full of
mayhem and murder, I get panned for being tough and fast and full of mayhem and murder, and then when I
try to tone down a bit and develop the mental and emotional side of a situation, I get panned for leaving out
what I was panned for putting in the first time. Playback is the only one of his novels not to have been
cinematically adapted. William Faulkner was a co-writer of the screenplay. Chandler was also a perceptive
critic of detective fiction; his essay " The Simple Art of Murder " is the canonical essay in the field.
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Shadows, murder, betrayal, bizarre wealthy families, and snappy dialogue are all lovingly recreated down to
the last detail. Konkle funded the film, as least partially, from Kickstarter and brought the noir genre back to
life for one spirited feature. It is polished and stylistically complete, amazingly so given the budget. In which
private detective Roland Drake falls for two sisters from the Montemar family. He winds up in bed with both
of them. One woman dies, the other wants to kill him. The shades of light and shadow onscreen are right on
the money. Cinematography is beautiful, with the help of some obvious but not distracting CGI including
beautiful digital ray traced images of vintage cars, streets, and skylines. Some of the traveling scenes play like
Sin City. He should have found someone else for the lead. What is it about Bogart? He was flawed, not at all a
pretty man, but commanded the screen like few other actors. It is, perhaps, unfair to fault Konkle for not being
Bogart, as no one is, but the film has a Bogart-shaped hole right in the middle of each frame. Brittney Powell
nails her performance and the supporting cast are exactly right. Vernon Wells, best known for playing the
mohawk sporting biker Wez inThe Road Warrior, is 72 now and chews the scenery as a corrupt cop with a
satisfying balance of craggy faced menace and evil glee. The film is in no hurry, it moves like a noir film did,
which feels a little slow for a modern audience. At just shy of minutes, it also runs long. A 90 minute cut
would have been perfect. The Thin Man runs 93 minutes, the Maltese Falcon Those classics are good timing
benchmarks. Trouble is My Business, and business is pretty damn good. Trouble is My Business Directed by
Tom Konkle. Written by Tom Konkle, Brittney Powell. Thanks for the review! Very thoughtful and kind
Many people and I thought Tom did an amazing job not only acting but getting all our performances out of us.
His day job is as an actor and I think he made an amazing Roland Drake.
Chapter 5 : Trouble Is My Business () - Trouble Is My Business () - User Reviews - IMDb
But then, trouble is his business. The movie is a dark tale of love and betrayal, told in the classic style of film noir.
Private Detective Roland Drake has fallen on hard times in a harsh world.
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Trouble Is My Business Yify - YTS AG, YTS AM yify yts movie Trouble Is My Business () torrent download. A dark,
hard-boiled tale of love and betrayal, told in.

Chapter 7 : Love Trouble Is My Business: New and Collected Work by Veronica Geng
About Trouble Is My Business. This collection by crime fiction master Raymond Chandler features four long stories in
which private eye Philip Marlowe is hired to protect a rich old guy from a gold digger, runs afoul of crooked politicos, gets
a line on some stolen jewels with a reward attached, and stumbles across a murder victim who may have been an
extortionist.

Chapter 8 : Trouble Is My Business () YIFY - Download Movie Torrent - YTS
Tom Konkle's Trouble is My Business is a revisit to the thrilling days of yesteryear black and white crime drama in the
tradition of The Maltese Falcon and a generation of films like it.
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Trouble Is My Business is a neo noir/film noir style starring Tom Konkle,Brittney Powell This is a masterpiece movie a
great film. A wonderful noir story,I grew instantly to a knew and true appreciation for this epic film noir/neo noir film, and
the back ground music is fantastic.
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